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From: rene powers <gpanda26@yahoo.com>
Subject: Judge "Sledgehammer" Carter
Date: December 27, 2017 at 2:11:04 PM PST
To: billie-rene-frances-lillian powers <powersbillie@yahoo.com>

Reference:  https://www.cacd.uscourts.gov/honorable-david-o-carter

https://www.facebook.com/notes/national-homeowners-justice-coalition/powers-vs-
bonym-staring-judge-sledgehammer-carter/2224778877548453/

POWERS VS BONYM STARING JUDGE “SLEDGEHAMMER” CARTER

NATIONAL HOMEOWNERS JUSTICE COALITION·WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 27, 
2017 2 Reads

“Hear Ye, Hear Ye, Judge Sledgehammer Carter presiding. May the 
Defendants come forward now as indictments are promised to thee...”
The stage is set in the beautiful hills of San Juan Capistrano Unincorporated area of 
Orange County California, a private estate owned by the Powers family.  A family home 
where memories live and where violence played out against the family at the hands of 
the Defendants and their RICO partners. The curtain goes up at the Ronald Reagan 
Federal Courthouse, in an opulent room full of gold trim and high ceilings. The star of 
the case is Judge “Sledgehammer” Carter who speaks slow and makes promises directly 
to Defendants attorney Steven Dailey and Powers’ Attorney Richard Snyder;
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"I AM the Sledgehammer"
“THE COURT: No, no. I'm speaking. You're listening now. You're listening 
to me. You've met a sledgehammer. I will come down on these parties like 
you haven't seen, including recommending a criminal indictment. That will 
give you two time to talk this through. It'll give you time to look at this see if 
this has any substance. If it's merit less, maybe you can work out a 
resolution quickly and avoid me. If it does have merit, then I'm encouraging 
you to proceed forward. Okay? So I look forward to your Second Amended 
Complaint. When would that be filed, counsel?...
THE COURT: Give time -- give yourself enough time also to just discuss the 
matter of whether this alleged fraud is meritorious. In other words, it 
doesn't have to be filed within two weeks. I want to give you time to sort this 
out before I do. Okay? So give me a time on your schedule. That means talk 
to your opposing counsel. He's right over there.
MR. DAILEY: Yeah. Whenever you can file it, it's fine with me.
MR. SNYDER: Four weeks?
MR. DAILEY: Four weeks is fine.
THE COURT: Well, you need time also, don't you, to look at these 
documents? In other words, before he files this, this may get easily resolved 
between the two of you very quickly. But let me repeat: If these are 
fraudulent documents, watch out. Because this will go far beyond a civil 
matter. I'll refer it over to the U.S. Attorney's Office. Okay?...But at this 
time, I don't see anything here that isn't compensable by money...”
Compensable: (of a loss or hardship) where compensation can be obtained.
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The Sledgehammer made it clear this matter should be settled outside of his court. The 
attorneys spoke after leaving the court, though it was quite ridiculous in nature as  
Steven Dailey offered his clients were ready to do a $5,000.00 settlement, like a cash for 
keys. The offer was not accepted. ($5,000 doesn’t seem a serious compensable remedy 
to us, does it to you the reader? the “Sledgehammer” may deem it a slap in his face?) 
READ THIS OVER:
The second amended complaint was filed on December 14, 2017. It 
can be found in this link along with exhibits for the case. 
Transcript found here as well. Thank you David McCrae.    
https://weputthelimeinthecoconut.weebly.com/compensable-
actions.html
Judge Sledgehammer Carter has opened the eyes of many in his court room, having 
handled cases such as the “Anna Nichole Smith” and “Obama’s Citizenship” cases. He 
has many cases against SPS/BofA/BONYM and as the case goes forward it will assuredly 
be a case homeowners will want to attend. It is time the Judges stop the fraud upon the 
court uttered by attorneys stealing homes and start granting the homeowners justice, 
homes returned and compensable remedy. We think Judge Sledgehammer Carter is the 
right actor to play out this part.
How will this play out? We believe it will come down to truth prevailing for Powers’s 
curtain call as the BONYM exits stage right and this play ends once and for all. See 
inside this case, look at the facts and find that every element of fraud from the forged 
Grant Deed as the foundation of the Deed of Trust, the void assignment done 3 years 
after the cut off date, the county of Orange taking land without a variance, the OC 
Sheriffs swat teaming and viciously attacking the Powers estate not once, but twice with 
guns drawn (apparently a 57 year old mother and her 13 year old daughter and 50 year 
old unarmed tenant are dangerous?). Then there is the involvement of the 27 billion 
dollar a year cell tower company, Crown Castle Communications involved as FNF holds 
huge shares in the communication giant and Powers estate. RICO much?
The Powers Sledgehammer team is strong, many expert witnesses dug through and 
dissected thousands of pages of pure fraudulent documents uttered by the Defendants. 
Dave McCrae and his volunteer team members are litigation and contract real estate 
fraud experts who have joined together to assist in this case that matters to all 
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homeowners. Amy Reaux, homeowner and foreclosure research analyst,  has found the 
reports full of conflicting information damning to the Defendants. Title expert Charles 
“Poppa” Koppa has been on this journey with Powers for years, as Pamela Zander 
weighs in her knowledge and the ADA led by Cindy Brown who work hard to protect the 
disadvantaged. Faith Breashers supports the team with IRS laws and her team known as 
“The League of Fraudulently Dispossessed Homeowners” who seek to end recordation 
fraud upon our nation through the works of those like Powers. The names of many 
others come to mind, the 10 years of research are full of facts supporting the Powers 
case.
We can “TRUST” that the CWALT 2007-HY9 is one VP of BONYM Gavin Tsang will 
have more to answer to if the fiction of folly continues, he has already emailed to Powers 
and clarified, “The BONYM does not own the loan or the property”, and then says 
something even more odd about the purported master servicer... interesting to say the 
least after 5 plus years of Powers sending him all the evidence of defendants false 
claims?
Will this case prevail and the SLEDGEHAMMER fall? You may judge but it ultimately 
will come down to the jury, if it goes that far,  and the strong gavel wielding Judge 
“Sledgehammer” Carter demands indictments for the BONYM et al and close the final 
curtain on the fraud. 
With all the evidence Powers has gathered outside of court the last 10 years it is 
impossible not to find the fraud exists and is something these defendants may wish to 
settle on before it takes them on a journey to the “big house” that Judge 
“Sledgehammer” Carter promises to demand indictments for. 
As of the date of this article we have been told no appointments for negotiations have 
been held, other than the $5,000.00 offer Dailey uttered in what can only be seen as a  
laugh in the face of Judge Sledgehammer Carter, which we see as a really bad move. 
This judge is serious and Dailey disregards any serious thoughts as we see it playing out. 
The arrogance of Dailey and the Defendants must be accounted for, stealing a family 
home is incomprehensible, but stealing their identities and estates make this all 
international RICO, at least one would think it does? BAM!
This theater is one you want a ticket to see. Remember, Law of Voids and Title CANNOT 
pass by fraud...
Thank you from all of us at the National Homeowners Justice Coalition page for taking 
the time to support homeowners everywhere and participating as the Sledgehammer of 
justice falls on the Defendants.  BAM!
more reading:                                                                           https://www.facebook.com/
notes/nati...
https://www.facebook.com/notes/rene...
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and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure 
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employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you 
are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication 
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by email reply.


